Workshop on Mass Spectrometry held from 8‐9 March 2013 @
Venture Center
TESTIMONIALS

1) On past‐workshop restricted website do have: (a) discussion group for further Q&A,
feedbacks. (b) Some more built‐in quizzes/exercises with individual attention to test/confirm
understanding. (c) BAT & NCL visits could have more involved hands‐on‐demos with
uncommon Mass Spectrometers also.
2) Workshop was very good and really very informative. But time span of two days is very short
to learn all the instrumentation‐techniques.
3) For past 2years I am handling this technology but it’s a first of its kind experience for me to
discuss/to share my view with more than 2 people. I was familiar with most of the terms used
but now I have come to know that so much meaning is associated with each of them. I am
very much thankful to the organizers and to Dr. Srivastava and Dr. Kulkarni for their sincere
efforts, these 2 days will definitely turn out to crucial in my future career as a researcher.
Thank you all, looking forward to such informative and useful events from you.
4) It was a wonderful experience. Everything including the basics, instrumentation to
complexities was dealt nicely. The transition going up the level was systematic. Just one
suggestion two days I felt were a little short. We were not taught some things in details
because of lack of time. So may be if possible the time frame can be increased. Everybody was
very co‐operative. It was a very nice experience.
5) Workshop was really nice with respect to concept building and practical experience. All
speakers taught very nicely and answered patiently. Throughout management of the event
was very satisfactory and management staff did really well. Anyway sessions were a lot
informative enjoyable and amazingly interactive.
6) The workshop is very very beneficial to me. At the first stage of introduction I was told that “ I
don’t have any idea about the mass Spectrometry!” But now while concluding this event I can
confidently say that “Now I can use this technique as well as apply this technique in my
research work in maximum extent I could” I love to attend such wonderful workshops in
future.
7) I truly enjoyed this workshop. It was an excellent opportunity. Please arrange more of these
for different techniques. Also I can come as a trainer for Tissue culture training etc.

